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ABSTRACT 

 

ATM secured  password is multi sequence or multi authentication system which used 

I for authentication in ATM  transactions . Biometric scanning is your "ordinary" 

mark and Licenses or Vouchers, incription and decription  prove your authority. But, 

some reject to feel tough (Biometric scanning).Mostly written passwords, nowadays, 

are kept very simple say a  mobile number /birthdate. So We Want to Apply This 

Password At the time of  ATM transaction 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The ATM transaction is done through password is a 

multi-sequence or multi authentication technique. The 

ATM secured password presents An ATM secured 

password fundamental atmosphere containing various 

different objects. The ATM secured password is simply 

the mixture and the sequence of user interactions that 

occur in the ATM secured password. The ATM secured 

password can combination of identification, 

encryption/decription remember voucher license, and 

biometrics based systems into one authentication 

scheme. This can be done by designing a ATM secured 

password fundamental atmosphere that contains objects 

to be remembered, sequence to be recognized. Therefore 

we present our idea, the ATM secured passwords which 

are more user friendly and very attractive way of 

authentication. Now the passwords are based on the 

sequence of Human remembrance. Generally simple 

passwords are set so as to quickly remember them. The 

human mind, in our scheme has to undergo the 

sequences of Identification, encryption/decription 

Remembering, Biometrics or voucher license based 

authentication. Once implemented and you log in to a 

secure site, the ATM secured password ,voucher 

licensees to be presented, and biometric data to be 

verified. 

 

Existing system: Current authentication systems suffer 

from many lack of knowledge. Written passwords are 

commonly used. Users tend to choose meaningful words 

from dictionaries, which make written passwords easy 

to break and weak to vocabulary or brute force attacks. 

password is a multi sequence or multi authentication 

scheme. The design of the ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere determines the ATM secured 

password key space. User have knowledge or choice to 

select whether the ATM secured password will be solely 

remember, identification, encryption /decription or 
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voucher license based, or mixture of two schemes or 

more. 

 

Common authentication technique used in ATM 

transaction : 

• Written passwords(Remember Based):Remember what 

you have created before 

 The new password theme provides secrets that can be 

easily revoked or changed. 

1. Introduction to ATM secured password 

authentication system 

 ATM secured Password Scheme 

The chain that some problems exist in before using 

password scheme, opinion of a password and multi 

authentication scheme, which is more efficient in terms 

of security, like the intersection of multi passwords in 

the current authentication schemes, the concept of ATM 

secured password scheme, its components etc. 

fundamentally a ATM secured password dimensional 

Interactive atmosphere is created, now the way user 

interacts with any element or object at particular co-

ordinate, in this ATM secured password atmosphere, 

this way of interacting is saved and be ready to a part of 

his password, now any number of such interactions can 

be recorded. This interaction could be a written ATM 

secured password is the choice of developer etc. 

 

II. System Implementation 

 

The ATM secured password is a multi sequence or multi 

authentication scheme. The ATM secured password 

presents an ATM secured password near atmosphere 

containing various essential objects. The user navigates 

through this atmosphere and interacts with the objects. 

The ATM secured password is simply the mixture and 

the sequence of user interactions that occur in the ATM 

secured password fundamental atmosphere. The ATM 

secured password can combine acknowledgment, 

remember voucher data, and biometrics based systems 

into one authentication scheme. This can be done by 

designing an ATM secured password fundamental 

atmosphere that contains objects that request sequence 

to be remembered, in sequence to be standard, vouchers 

to be presented, and biometric data to be verified. 

 

III. Security analysis 

 

3.1. ATM secured password space size 

To find the password area , we have to count all possible 

ATM secured password dimentional passwords that have 

a sure number of actions, interactions, and inputs 

towards all objects that exist in the ATM secured 

password fundamental atmospheres 

3.2. ATM secured password distribution knowledge 

users tend to use meaningful words for written 

passwords. Therefore finding these different words from 

vocabulary is a relatively simple task which yields a high 

success rate for breaking written passwords. Password 

faces users tend to choose faces that reflect their own on 

facial attractiveness, race, and gender. 

sequence will increase the effort required to find a 

pattern of user’s  

 

IV. ATM secured password practical atmosphere design 

guidelines 

4.1. The design of ATM secured password fundamental 

atmosphere affects the usability effectiveness 

acceptability of ATM secured password  

 The design of the ATM secured password fundamental 

atmospheres affects the usability, effectiveness, 

acceptability of ATM secured password. The first step in 

building a ATM secured password system is to design a 

ATM secured password atmosphere that reflects the 

administration needs and the security requirements. The 

design of ATM secured password fundamental 

atmospheres should follow these guidelines. 

1) Real Life Similarity The prospective ATM secured 

password fundamental atmosphere should reflect what 

people are used to seeing in real life. Objects used in 

fundamental atmospheres should be relatively similar in 

size to real objects (sized to scale). Possible actions and 

interactions toward fundamental objects should reflect 

real life situations. Object responses should be realistic. 

The target should have a ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere that users can interact 

2) Object uniqueness and distinction every fundamental 

object or item in the ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere is different from any other 
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fundamental object. The uniqueness comes from the 

sequence that every fundamental object has its own 

attributes such as position. Thus, the respective interface 

with object 1 is not equal to the interaction with object 

2. However, having similar objects such as 5 ATM 

machines computers in one place might confuse the user. 

Therefore, the design of the ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere should consider that every 

object should be distinguishable from other objects. 

Similarly, in designing a ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere, it should be easy for users to 

navigate through and to distinguish between objects. 

The distinguishing sequence or increases the user’s 

identification of objects. Therefore, it improves the 

system usability. 

3) Number of objects and their types Part of designing a 

ATM secured password fundamental atmosphere is 

determining the types of objects and how many objects 

should be placed in the atmosphere. The different types 

of items return what kind of response the item will have. 

For simplicity, we can consider requesting a written 

password or a fingerprint as an object response type. 

Selecting the correct entity reaction types and the 

number of objects affects the probable password space of 

a ATMsecured password. 

4) System Importance: The ATM secured password 

fundamental atmosphere should consider what systems 

will be protected by a ATM secured password The 

number of objects and the types of objects that Have 

been used in the ATM secured password fundamental 

atmosphere should reflect the importance of the 

protected system. 

• Object uniqueness 

• ATM secured password size.  

• Number of objects and their types  

4.2. Verification validates your identification. Human 

verification techniques are as follows: 

1) Information based (What you think) 

2) Voucher based? (What you have) 

3) Biometrics (What you are) 

4) Classification based (What you recognized) 

 

V. How ATM secured password is more secure: 

 

This protocol uses Extensible Markup Language message 

sent over Secure Socket Layer connection with user 

authentication (this insures the authentically of peers, 

the server and the user, using digital certificates). 

This is a onetime process which takes place on the 

license issuers website and involve the license holder 

answering several protection question to which only 

ATM issuer bank ATM holder will know the answer. 

The ATM holder selects a password and agrees on a 

secret phrase. Which will be used by the ATM issuer 

during each online transaction? 

 

VI. ATM secured password Secure Components 

 

• Access Control Server Providers :provides security  

• Merchant Plug In Providers: used to activate the 

cardholder interface during the authentication 

process. 

 

VII. Expected Functionalities: 

1. The user can choose the ATM secured password 

authentication just used above. 

2. The authentication can be improved since the 

unauthorized persons will not interact with the same 

object as a genuine user would.  

3. The ATM secured password atmosphere varies as per 

users request. 

4. It would be difficult to crack using regular method. 

5.ATMsecured password uses biometric verification and 

license verification due to that the system becomes more 

secure and unbreakable. 

 

VIII. ATM secured password Differentiation 

 

• Flexibility: ATMsecured password allows 

multisequence or authentication Biometric, Written 

Password can be embedded in ATMsecured 

password technology. 

• Strength: This scenario provides almost unlimited 

long passwords possibility. 

• Ease to memories : can be remembered in the form 

of short-story. 
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• Respect of privacy : organizers can select 

authentication schemes that respect users privacy. 

IX. REQUIREMENT 

 

Following requirement are satisfied in the proposed 

system. 

1) The new ATM secured password provide security that 

are easy to remind and very difficult for other. 

2) This method provides secrets which cannot written 

on paper and scheme secret is not easy to share with 

others. 

3) The new developed password scheme provides secret 

that can be easily revoke or change 

 

X. Actual Process to develop ATM secured Password 

 

 
 

XI. CONCLUSION 

 

• ATM secured password provides most secure 

atmosphere.  

• It provides multilayer authentication which is 

difficult to hack. 

• User can decide his own authentication pattern using 

ATMsecured password. 

• Unauthorized person will not be able to access same 

object which makes ATM secured password 

authentication secure.  

• ATM secured password atmosphere can change 

according to  user request. 

• ATMsecured password is using algorithm which has 

many layers of steps and it is hard to identify all the 

possibilities by unauthorized user. 
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